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All-Digital Frequency Synthesizer in Deep-Submicron CMOSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Design flow and circuit techniques of contemporary transceivers for multigigahertz mobile radio-frequency (RF) wireless applications are typically quite analog intensive and utilize process technologies that are incompatible with a digital baseband (DBB) and application processor (AP). Nowadays, the DBB and AP designs constantly migrate to...
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Improving Profit: Using Contribution Metrics to Boost the Bottom LineApress, 2013

	Business of all sizes have a problem: How do you know—in real time—whether you are earning the profit you need to grow or even just stay in business? And which products or services are doing the “heavy lifting” in contributing to profit? Financial statements tell only part of the story. They are backward looking, for...
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Mondrian in Action: Open source business analyticsManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Mondrian in Action teaches business users and developers how to use Mondrian and related tools for strategic business analysis. You'll learn how to design and populate a data warehouse and present the data via a multidimensional model. You'll follow examples showing how to create a Mondrian...
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MariaDB and MySQL Common Table Expressions and Window Functions RevealedApress, 2017

	Walk away from old-fashioned and cumbersome query approaches and answer your business intelligence questions through simple and powerful queries built on common table expressions (CTEs) and window functions. These new features in MariaDB and MySQL help you to write queries without having to wade through a quagmire of brittle self-joins and...
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Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...
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Wherever the Sound Takes You: Heroics and Heartbreak in Music MakingUniversity of Chicago Press, 2019

	
		David Rowell is a professional journalist and an impassioned amateur musician. He’s spent decades behind a drum kit, pondering the musical relationship between equipment and emotion. In Wherever the Sound Takes You, he explores the essence of music’s meaning with a vast spectrum of players, trying to understand...
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MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java 2 Platform, Micro EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java(TM) 2  Platform, Micro Edition, is the comprehensive reference for designing and  creating interactive Java(TM) applications for consumer-oriented mobile devices.  Readers learn how to best exploit MIDP 2.0 features, such as the gaming API,  multimedia, and...
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Performance and Fault Management (Cisco Press Core Series)Cisco Press, 2000
The key to efficiently running networks is proper management.  Performance management measures a network's level of operation, ensures that it  maintains an acceptable level, and provides information for expanding the  network. Fault management detects, logs, and notifies users of network problems  and automatically fixes many...
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Delphi Graphics and Game Programming ExposedWordware Publishing, 2000
The majority of the book is dedicated to the mechanics of creating a game in  Delphi, and will therefore be concerned mainly with exactly how to do something,  such as fast flicker-free animation. Some parts address more theoretical issues,  such as game design, and are very light in their coverage. Other parts are at a  more intermediate level,...
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Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals : Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Goals for Any Performance Plan or ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Set Effective Performance Goals for Your People--Just Look Up the Right Phrase!

In their previously published, top-selling book Perfect Phrases for Performance Reviews, Robert Bacal and Douglas Max described past employee performance. In Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals,...
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Multimedia-based Instructional Design: Computer-Based Training; Web-Based Training; Distance Broadcast Training; Performance-Based Solutions, Second EditionPfeiffer, 2004
A New Edition of the Book that Turned the Training World Upside Down
Just as the groundbreaking first edition of Multimedia-Based Instructional Design offered a complete guide to designing and developing interactive multimedia training, the second edition is filled with relevant new content, automated tools on the CD-ROM, updates on standards,...
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Spatial Databases: Technologies, Techniques and TrendsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Spatial database systems has been an active area of research over the past 20 years. A large number of research efforts have appeared in literature aimed at effective modelling of spatial data and efficient processing of spatial queries. This book investigates several aspects of a spatial database system, and includes recent research efforts in...
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